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Educational Psychology
The study of learners, learning, &
teaching

Teacher Characteristics
•Motivation
•Enthusiasm
•Scaffolding
•Modeling
•Reflection
•Behavior Management
•Mentorship

Student Characteristics
•Individual Differences
•Learner Efficiency
•Metacognitive Ability
•Background Knowledge
•Motivation
•Goals
•Self-Efficacy

Effective Instruction
•Content Knowledge
•Cognitive Theories
•Behavioral Theories
•Teaching Strategies

Teacher Knowledge

•Direct Instruction
•Cooperative Learning
•Discovery Learning
•Constructivist Approaches

Mode of Instruction
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Self-Regulated Learning
The ability to control all aspects of one s learning,
from advance planning to how one evaluates
performance afterward

3 Core Components
• Metacognitive awareness
– Knowledge about cognition/Regulation of cognition

• Strategy use
– Selectively choosing then evaluating strategies

• Motivational control
– Goals, self-efficacy, effort
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Misconceptions of Teaching
• Teaching is a process of
transmitting knowledge to learners
• Majoring in an academic subject
provides all the knowledge needed
to teach the subject
• To learn to teach, experience in
classrooms is all that is necessary
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Teaching Truth or
Misconception?

Teaching is a process of transmitting
knowledge to learners.

Consider this…
A chemistry instructor explained to his class
the concepts of atoms, elements, compounds,
molecules, phases, bonding, and energy. Are
the students ready to become professional
chemists after hearing his explanation?
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Teaching Truth or
Misconception?
• Majoring in an academic subject
provides all the knowledge needed to
teach the subject.

Let’s See…

Pamela is a recent college graduate with her
degree in English. Will she be able to teach a
5 year old kindergarten student how to read a
story for the first time?
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Teaching Truth or
Misconception?
To learn to teach, experience in classrooms is
all that is necessary.

Consider this:

Randy is a medical surgeon who only
received medical training by practicing on
patients in a hospital. He never studied
medicine and has no medical license. Would
you be comfortable with having Randy as
your surgeon?
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Research Methods
used in Educational
Psychology

Types of Data
• Quantitative
– numerical data
• test scores
• attendance records
• rating scales

• Qualitative
– non-numerical data
• interview responses
• observations
• case studies
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Quantitative Studies
• Descriptive
– information about a population or situation
– how things are

• Correlational
– associations among variables
– what things occur together
– used for prediction

• Experimental
– why things are — causal links
– manipulation of environment to test outcomes

• Quasi-experimental
– lacks random assignment

Research Questions
• Descriptive
– How many students are involved in extracurricular
activities?

• Correlational
– Do students involved in extracurricular activities have
higher grades than those students not involved in
extracurricular activities?

• Experimental
–

Will joining two extracurricular activities affect
students grades?
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Qualitative Studies
• In-depth look at certain characteristics or
behaviors
• Essentially descriptive
– how things are

• What kinds of study strategies are used by
high-achieving students and by lowerachieving students?

Mixed-Methods Studies
• Use both quantitative and qualitative
methods.
• Seeks to understand both how things are
and why they may be that way.
• Do students show a decline in academic
achievement in ninth grade, their first year
of high school? If so, why might this be so?
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Experiments
Manipulation of Variables
Lab Experiments

High internal validity-differences attributed to
treatments--control

Field Experiments

High external validity--results
have direct relevance to natural
settings--real world

Single Case Experiments
*Experiments are typically characterized by having random
assignment to groups and manipulation of variables/conditions

Correlational Studies
•
•
•
•
•

A relationship between two variables
NO CAUSATION!
Correlations range from -1 to +1
Zero means no relationship
Positive correlation--As one variable goes
up (or down) the other variable goes up
(or down)
• Negative correlation--As one variable
goes up the other goes down
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Descriptive Studies
• Examples include Surveys, Interviews,
and Ethnographies
• No manipulation of variables. Interest is
in describing a particular population of
people or topic of interest

Final Introductory Thoughts
• Research functions to enhance the
work of those involved in applied
educational settings
• It is important to be critical
consumers of research!
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